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In an earlier paper 11, we constructed an obstruction theory for the problem
of imposing a derentiable structure on a combinatorial manifold . At the
tme, we dd not know whether the structures obtained by means of this
theory could be chosen to be compatible wth the piecewseolinear structure
of K. Our purpose here is to prove that they can be so chosen; the proof is a
corollary of our recent work on the concordance problem I3. For convenience
in exposition, we restrict ourselves to the case of a non-bounded manifold ;
extension to the case where M has a boundary is not dh.cult. Compactness
is not assumed.
The proof involves the notion of a smooth cel[ complex in a differentiable

n-manifold M. This is a collectior C of dosed ceils imbedded in M with dis-
joint interiors such that

(1) For each cell c, Bd c is the union of finitely many cells of lower di-
mension.

(2) Each point of M has a neighborhood intersecting only finitely many
cells of C.

(3) Each m-cell c is smooth, in the sense that it lies in a smooth m-di-
mersional non-bounded submanifold N, of M.

(4) The submanifolds hr can be chosen to intersect transversally.

If the union C of the cells of C equals M, we call C a smooth cell decomposi-
t/on of M.
A triangulation of C is a triangulation f L - C of C] which induces a

triangulation of each cell of C; it is said to be smooth if f is a smooth imbedding
of each simplex of L into M.
Now any smooth cell complex in M has a smooth triangulation, uniquely

determined up to a piecewise linear homeomorphism (Lemma 1). In particu-
lar, the subcomplex of C consisting of a single cell c and its faces has a smooth
triangulation f’L -- c !; if L is a combinatorial ball (a piecewise-linear
homeomorph of a simplex) then we call c a smooth combinatorial cell. (This
is actually a restrictio o c only in those dimensions where a triangulated
topological ball need not be a combinatorial ball.) If every cell in C is combi-
natorial, we call C a smooth combinatorial cell complex.
For example, let us consider a manifold M with a smooth triangulation
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This means that they form a locally-finite collection, and that for each x in M, there

is a coordinate system h U - R" about x in M such that for each hr, containing x,
h(U iY) is an open subset of a plane in R.
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h K - M. It is not hard to see that the collection of simplex images under
h forms a smooth combinatorial cell decomposition of M. On the other hand,
if we let K* denote the usual dual cell decomposition of K ], the images of
the cells of K* need not be smooth cells in M. Most of the hard work in [3]
was to prove the existence of a smooth triangulation h’ K - M such that
the collection h’(K*) does give a smooth cell decomposition of M. We in
fact constructed h’ so that h’() h() for each simplex of K.
Roughly speaking, this theorem says that if one imposes the structure of

combinatorial manifold on a smooth manifold M, then one may choose the
combinatorial manifold K so that the dual cells of K* form a smooth combina-
torial cell decomposition of M. The main point of the present paper is to
prove the converse: if one imposes the structure of smooth manifold on a
combinatorial manifold K, then one may choose the smooth manifold M so
that this same condition is satisfied (Theorem 3).
From this theorem, it follows that the differentiable structure may in fact

be chosen so as to be compatible with the piecewise-linear structure of K:
The identity triangulation i K -- M is not necessarily piecewise smooth, but
it may be isotoped to a triangulation h K --* M vhich is piecewise smooth
(Lemma 2). The differentiable structure on K induced by h is the desired
compatible one.

IEMMA 1. Let C be a smooth cell complex in M.
(a) There exists a smooth triangulation of M which restricts to a smooth

triangulation of C.
(b) If C is smoothly triangulated by K and by L, then K and L are piece-

wise-linearly homeomorphic.

Proof. Let Nc be the hypothesized collection of transversally intersecting
non-bounded manifolds.

(a) For each c, choose a smooth triangulation of N. Restrict this tri-
angulation to hc L --N where L is a finite complex whose image contains a
neighborhood of c in N,. Let L be the disjoint union of the complexes L
let g:L .--) M be the smooth mapping which equals he on L. Let
f" K-- M be an arbitrary smooth triangulation of M. Using 10.4 and 10.11
of [2], we may choose -approximations fl K _. M and g L -- M to f and
g which intersect in a subcomplex; we may require that g carry the sub-
complex L: of L into N for ,each c; choose small enough that f’ is a triangu-
lation of M and glL is a triangulation of some neighborhood of c in No.

It follows that f induces a triangulation of each cell c; so that it is the de-

It is automatically combinatorial. K is necessarily a combinatorial n-manifold
(8.4 of [2]). This means the link of every m-simplex is piecewise linearly homeomorphic
to the boundary of an (n m)-simplex; hence each dual cell is a combinatorial ball.

The theorem quoted is stated only for a finite collection of submanifolds N,, but the
proof holds for a locally-finite collection just as well.
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sired triangulation of M" Assuming f’ induces a triangulation of Bd c, we
prove it induces a triangulation of c. By hypothesis, (f’)-g’ is linear
isomorphism of L’ with a subcompiex of K’. Since f’ induces a triangulation
of Bdc, so does g’[L. Since Bdc separates N, g’[L: must induce a
triangulation of c; then f’ induces triangulation of c lso.

(b) Let h K -- [CI snd k L -- [Ci be smooth triangulations of C.
Choose -pproximtions h’" K’ --* M snd k’" L’ --* M to h snd f which
intersect in u subcomplex, such thut for ech cell c of C, h’ crries the sub-
complex h-(c) of K into No sad k’ csrries k-(c) into N,. Let be smll
enough that h’ sad k’ sre imbeddings. It follows from sn inductive rgument
s in (u) that h’ must curry h-(c) onto c snd k’ must crry k-(c) onto c.
Then h’ snd k’ sre trisngultions of C; since they intersect in s subcomplex,
(k’)-h is s piecewise-linesr homeomorphism of K with L.

LEMMA 2. Let M be a differentiable manifold; let f K --> M be a continuous
triangulation of M by the combinatorial manifold K. If f(K*) is a smooth
combinatorial cell decomposition C of M, then f is isotopic to a triangulation
h K .---> M which is piecewise-smooth; h(K*) defines the same cell decomposition
CofM.

Proof. Choose a smooth triangulation g L --+ M which triangulates C.
We construct by induction s piecewise-liner homeomorphism of K onto L
which crries r onto g-f(r) for ech cell r of K*:

Suppose is defined for sll cells of K* of dimension less thn m. If r is sn
m-cell, then r is s subcomplex of the first bsrycentric subdivision K’ of K, snd
# is s piecewise-linesr homeomorphism of Bd r with Bd g-f(r) L. Now r,
being s dusl cell of K*, is s combinstorisl bll; by Lemm 1, g-f(r) is slso s
combintorisl bsll. Any piecewise-linesr homeomorphism of the boundsry
of one combinstorisl bll onto snother my be extended to s piecewise-liner
homeomorphism of the bslls (rsdislly).
Then g K -- M is the desired piecewise-smooth triangulation h. Since

f-h csrries esch cell of K* homeomorphicslly onto itself, the sme sort of
inductive process my be used to construct sn isotopy of f-h to the identity.
Then h is isotopic to f.
THEOREM 3. Let K be a non-bounded combinatorial n-manifold. If the

obstruction theory of [1] suces to construct a differentiable structure on K I,
then this differentiable structure may be chosen so that the cells of K* form a
smooth combinatorial cell decomposition of the resulting differentiable manifold M.
Hence it muy be chosen to be compatible with the piecewise-liaear structure

of K.

Proof. Recall how the differeaiable structure was constructed, ia 1 of
[1]. We begsn with s collection of linear imbeddings l, v -- R", one for
each vertex v of K. These constituted our first try st covering KI by co-
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ordinate systems. Since they did not overlap differentiably, we sought to
modify them by a step-by-step "smoothing’ procedure until the resulting
maps did overlap differentiably.
At the general step of the procedure, we had maps fo - v -- R" satisfying

certain conditions (1.1 of [1]) these conditions formed the induction hypothe-
sis for the procedure. What we do here is (a) to replace the original maps
l, by certain maps l satisfying an additional condition. This condition is
given in (b) below. We then strengthen the induction hypothesis by re-
quiring the maps f, to satisfy this additional condition. In (c) we show that
the construction in the inductive step preserves the extra condition. Finally,
in (d) we prove that at the final step, when the maps f, overlap differentiably,
the extra condition implies that the cells of K* define a smooth combinatorial
cell decomposition of the resulting differentiable manifold M.

(a) Consider l" S- v --* R; denote the image complex by K,. Extend
K, to a rectilinear complex L covering R.
Now for each n-m simplex s of L and each s > 0, there is defined (1.2 of [3])

a certain open m-cell c(s) containing the closed m-cell r dual to s; it is called
a transverse cell. If < , c(s) c c(s). By the basic result (1.4) of [3],
the identity map i’L, R may be isotoped to a smooth triangulation
h, L, -- R such that h(a) a for each simplex of L, and such that for
some > 0 (depending on v), each transverse cell c of L is orthogonal to
each simplex of L, under the map h .5 Let denote this function of v from
now on. It follows that the cells h(c) are smooth transversally intersecting
submanifolds Of R", so that h(L*) is a smooth cell decomposition of R" (1.5
of [3]). Now transverse cells are defined combinatorially, so that if c(s) is a
transverse cell of K, then l(c(s) n " v) c(l(s) ) t K I. In particular,
as s ranges over all simplices of K having v as a vertex, {h l(c(s) )} is a col-
lection of smooth transversally intersecting submanifolds of RL We define

l hl " v.--+ R.
(b) We now alter the induction hypothesis in-1.1 of [1] by replacing l by

l: in condition (1) (this condition requires f to agree with l: on Lk v and on
simplices of dimension <_m). We also adjoin the following condition (trivi-
ally satisfied by l:) to the three given"

(4) For each vertex v of K and each simplex s of K, there exists > 0 such
that

f(c() -i v) (c(s) -i ).
For later use, we need this coditio ia the followiag equivalent form"

Let s and v be given. Then given , > 0, there exists > 0 such that

We really need only half of the theorem quoted. For we can work with the single
coordinate system i R --* R" throughout, setting u i for each i; Step 2 of the proof
becomes unnecessary.
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given > 0, there exists , > 0 such that

(ct(s) n v) /(c,(s) n v).

To prove this, we first verify that if r is the m-cell of K* dual to s,
then f,(r n v) l:(r n v). We proceed by induction oa m n S v

an m-cell, and the images of its boundary under f, and l: are the same set.
For the boundary consists of pieces like ’ n v (where r’ is a dual (m 1)-
cell) to which the induction hypothesis applies, and pieces like r n Lk v, oa
which f and l: agree. Since the images of r n S v under f and l: both lie in
l(c(s) n v) h(c(l(s))) and the latter is aa open m-manifold, these
wo images must coincide.
Now both f(c(s) n v) and l:(c(s) n S v) are neighborhoods

of f(r n v) ia the run.fold with boundary h(c(l(s))) n K l; if is
small, the first is contained ia the second, if is small, the second is contained
ia the first.

(c) We now check that the inductive step preserves the extra coaditiom
e inductive step is given ia 1.3 of [1]. We are given maps f satisfying
coaditio (1)-(4); we are given a simplex with vertices vo,..., v for
convenience we denotef byf. For each i 1, m, we mofy the map
f a neighborhood of fo(), obtaining a smoothed map H ;then we define
the new maps g wch are to replace the maps f by the equations g0 f0
and g Hf0 for i 1, ..., m. The g satisfy conditions (1)-(3) we must
check that they satisfy (4).
Choose < < so that for i 1, ..., m and each s,

fi(c,(s) n S v) l(ca(s) n
Choose so that

Then

Given a < , we may choose the smoothing H of fd so that it satisfies
this same contion (*), with replaced by a and by e. This is the cr of
the entire proof; the reasons it holds are first, that for each j, l(c(s) n v)

orthogoaal to the simplex re(a) l (), and secondly, that the smoothing
process from its very definition preserves planes which are locally orthogonal
to the simplex in question. (See 2.1 of [3] for the precise construction.)
Choose so that fo(c,(s) n v0) /(c(s) n v0). Then g Hfo

satfies contion (4) with replaced by .
(d) Suppose now that the smoothing process is completed, so that we have

maps g, St v R which overlap erentiably. Let M be the erentiable
maold for which the g, are coordinate systems.
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Let s be a simplex of K; let r be the cell of K* dual to s; let v be a vertex of
s, so that r c St v. By condition (4) there is a for which g(c(s)) is an
(open) subset of the smooth submanifold l:(c(s)) of R. Since g is a coordi-
nate system on M, c(s) is a smooth submanifold of M. If sl, ..., s are
simplices having a vertex v in common, then the manifolds c(s) must inter-
sect transversally, because the manifolds l:(c(s)) do. Thus the collection
of cells of K* forms a smooth cell decomposition of M.

Finally, note that g l maps the combinatorial ball r in a piecewise-smooth
fashion into M, since l: is smooth on K and g is smooth by definition. As
proved in (b), g(r) /(r); hence g l carries r onto itself. Hence each
cell in M is a combinatorial cell.
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